A Simulink-based block diagram modelling environment is described which makes investigation of demanding DSP concepts such as FIR matched fi ltering easy and fun. Users interact with the experiment to a remarkable degree, watching scope displays while tuning parameter values or moving sliders to effect model changes during run time in a dynamic fashion. Instrumentation for achieved signal-to noise ratio sits alongside displays advising the experimenter of theoretically optimal SNR for the current parameter settings. A small example problem using a single-pole noise-shaping filter is seen to be very enlightening, especially since a variable-coefficient matched filter block is employed which is self-designing in response to the prevailing pole radius and resonant frequency selection.
INTRODUCTION
Simulink is the block diagram tool in the MATLAB family of software products. It permits nearly effortless visual assembly of complicated signal generators, processing system elements and measuring "instruments" into runnable behavioural system simulation configurations while still retaining access to the MA TLAB Workspace, renowned for its ease of ready calculations, friendly graph plotting and rapid development capability for high-level algorithms. Thus Simulink's potential for accelerating learning of topics in signals and systems areas is unparalleled.
We have produced a collection of specialized Simulink blocks which are especially conducive to ready understanding of many common DSP and Communication System concepts. Matched filtering is an excellent case in point. First off, though there are many sophisticated treatments of spectral factorization issues, relatively few textbooks treat digital matched filters at a basic level, and very few indeed which provide good example problems that can be studied and easily extended. Particularly with In this paper we concentrate on difficulty level (2) above, since our introductory laboratory exercise "matchlab 1" is totally devoted to that situation, and it harbours plenty of interesting detail. Later laboratory work assails difficulty levels (3) and (4).
3_ CALCULATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Before having Learners model and experiment with matched filtering action it is necessary to clearly plant the idea of the optimality criterion being imposed (a curious SNR which is peak instantaneous output power due to the incoming signal -to -average output power due to the inbound noise), and also to develop the set of resulting design equations which must routinely be used.
Learners frrst have a one-hour lecture session devoted to these issues before any laboratory exposure.
During that session they will have worked two elementary matched filter problems: an easy white noise case from All practical work starts from the punchline of the optimization derivation which is the frequency-domain equation (1) This normalized frequency (v) equation has the (DTFT) spectrum of the time (k) signal s(k) which is to be matched, the noise power spectral density <l> 'N ( V ) , and a complex exponential phase factor involving the particular time instant kp specified for the sampling of the filter output. The result is the transfer function of the optimal matched filter (before any considerations of scaling).
As already mentioned we always adopt the modeller's view that the noise we have has been issued by a colouration filter acting on a white noise source with power 0/ :
But our analysis procedure usually focuses much more on whitener filters. The whitening filter corresponding to a given colouration filter has the inverse of its gain magnitude, but can have any convenient phase.
We care only about the time autocorrelation ofa whitener filter's impulse response, hw(k):
where again k is the time index, '" represents convolution and superscript asterisk stands for complex conjugate.
It can be shown that the optimal filter impulse response matched to a given duration-limited Ns-Iong signal s(k) has an impulse response
The output delivered at time kp by this (unscaled) filter is given by a similarly simple scalar product:
The optimal SNR achievable from the matched filter is
Finally, a word about filter scaling. Learners are pleasantly surprised when it is pointed out that -of course -the filter coefficients can be scaled in any way desired, without affecting the SNR But this does not mean that no attention should be paid to coefficient scaling. We prefer to cast our final declaration of our optimal filter as
(7)
This ensures unit-voltage output at time kp and makes it easy to compare performance with non-matched filters which are similarly scaled.
THE FOUNDATION EXPERIMENT
We successfully relied upon these few equations when we fi eld-tested several matched filter experiments in about a dozen laboratory sessions, involving both industrial short course participants and postgraduate students. We initially utilize a simple two-sample signal being received in additive noise -frrst white (of course) and later pink noise. We used exactly the flagship problem in Cadzow and several extensions. Since the noise-shaping SIMULINK filter is a particularly simple first-order pole-only filter, we know that an exact FIR optimal solution exists and that we can make all necessary calculations using the above equations for the optimal coefficients and the optimal Signal-to-Noise delivered -by hand. Thus, all simulation results can be readily cross-checked for confidence re enforcement. experiments which build on it. and we are actively extending from these to a broader range of DSP subject areas.
